Rethink Security
A surveillance system with active response and real-time alarm

Turbo HD X

Active Prevention
Integrated Response
Real-time Alerts

Build-in Siren and Flashing Light

HIKVISION®
Don’t just watch footage of events after they happen – PREVENT THEM

Multi-device Notifications
Inform all stakeholders promptly

Camera
Flashes red and blue light as well as triggers siren to warn off intruders.

DVR
Pushes pop-up alert for security to respond in time.

Hik-Connect App
Receives alarm notification on phone. You’ll be able to check live video as well as take other necessary actions.

Dual Detection
Two is more accurate than one

Camera
Embedded PIR sensor accurately identify intruder.

DVR
Deep learning algorithm helps classify human and vehicle targets.

A Unified System
It’s better when everything works together

It’s a complete and unified alarm system including front- and backend devices, as well as a mobile app to check on everything.
In the monitoring room
An alarm notification pops up. The on-duty officer immediately notices and sends staff to check.

At night, someone tries to break into the largest supermarket in town.

On the mobile app
The store manager gets a message on his phone and calls the security team to make sure everything is handled properly.

On the entrance
The siren sounds and the red and blue lights flash. The thief quickly runs off.

Applications

Warehouse
Residences
Jewelry Stores
**Camera**

**ColorVu PIR siren bullet camera**
DS-2CE120FT-PIRXOF
- 2 MP, 2.8/3.6/6 mm
- 24/7 colorful imaging
- PIR detection
- Built-in siren, flashing light & sound alarm
- 0.0005 lux
- Smart light, up to 40 m white light distance
- IP67, 4 in 1
- Metal front cover, plastic main body

**ColorVu PIR siren turret camera**
DS-2CE720FT-PIRXF
- 2 MP, 2.8/3.6/6 mm
- 24/7 colorful imaging
- PIR detection
- Built-in siren, flashing light & sound alarm
- Alarm output
- 0.0005 lux
- Smart light, up to 40 m white light distance
- IP67, 4 in 1
- Metal main body, plastic enclosure

**PIR siren bullet camera**
DS-2CE120FT-PIRXF
- 2 MP, 2.8/3.6/6 mm
- PIR detection
- Built-in siren, flashing light & sound alarm
- 0.01 lux
- Smart light, up to 40 m IR distance
- IP67, 4 in 1
- Metal front cover, plastic main body

**PIR siren turret camera**
DS-2CE720FT-PIRXF
- 2 MP, 2.8/3.6/6 mm
- PIR detection
- Built-in siren, flashing light & sound alarm
- 0.01 lux
- Smart light, up to 20 m IR distance
- IP67, 4 in 1
- Metal main body, plastic enclosure

**AcuSense DVR**

**4-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7204HUHI-M1(2)/S
- Deep learning-based facial detection or behavior analysis
- 1-ch human face capture or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- 5 MP @ 12 fps (CH1: supports 8 MP @ 8fps)
- Maximum 8 IP Camera Inputs (up to 8 MP)

**8-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7208HUHI-M1(2)/S
- Deep learning-based facial detection or behavior analysis
- 1-ch human face capture or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- 8 MP @ 8fps / 5 MP @ 12 fps
- Maximum 16 IP Camera Inputs (up to 8 MP)

**4-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7204HQHI-M1/S
- Deep learning-based facial detection or behavior analysis
- 1-ch human face capture or 2-ch false alarm reduction
- 4 MP Lite @ 15 fps / 1080p @ 15fps
- Maximum 8 IP Camera Inputs (up to 6 MP)

**8-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7208HQHI-M1(2)/S
- Deep learning-based facial detection or behavior analysis
- 1-ch human face capture or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- 4 MP Lite @ 15 fps / 1080p @ 15fps
- Maximum 16 IP Camera Inputs (up to 6 MP)

**16-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7216HQHI-M1/S
- Deep learning-based facial detection or behavior analysis
- 1-ch human face capture or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- 4 MP Lite @ 15 fps / 1080p @ 15fps
- Maximum 24 IP Camera Inputs (up to 6 MP)

**4-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7204HUHI-M1(2)/FA
- Deep learning-based behavior analysis or face picture comparison
- 1-ch human face capture and facial comparison alarm or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- Face picture library up to 80 MB capacity, up to 16 face picture libraries
- 5 MP @ 12 fps (CH1: supports 8 MP @ 8 fps)
- Maximum 8 IP camera inputs (up to 8 MP)

**8-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7208HUHI-M1(2)/FA
- Deep learning-based behavior analysis or face picture comparison
- 1-ch human face capture and facial comparison alarm or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- Face picture library up to 80 MB capacity, up to 16 face picture libraries
- 8 MP @ 8fps / 5 MP @ 12 fps
- Maximum 16 IP camera inputs (up to 6 MP)

**4-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7204HUHI-M1/FA
- Deep learning-based behavior analysis or face picture comparison
- 1-ch human face capture and facial comparison alarm or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- Face picture library up to 80 MB capacity, up to 16 face picture libraries
- 4 MP Lite @ 15 fps / 1080p @ 15fps
- Maximum 8 IP camera inputs (up to 6 MP)

**8-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7208HUHI-M1/FA
- Deep learning-based behavior analysis or face picture comparison
- 1-ch human face capture and facial comparison alarm or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- Face picture library up to 80 MB capacity, up to 16 face picture libraries
- 4 MP Lite @ 15 fps / 1080p @ 15fps
- Maximum 16 IP camera inputs (up to 6 MP)

**16-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7216HUHI-M1/FA
- Deep learning-based behavior analysis or face picture comparison
- 1-ch human face capture and facial comparison alarm or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- Face picture library up to 80 MB capacity, up to 16 face picture libraries
- 4 MP Lite @ 15 fps / 1080p @ 15fps
- Maximum 24 IP camera inputs (up to 6 MP)

**4-Channel AcuSense DVR**
IDS-7204H265Pro+/H.265Pro+ / H.265
- Deep learning-based facial detection or behavior analysis
- 1-ch human face capture or 4-ch false alarm reduction
- Maximum 8 IP Camera Inputs (up to 8 MP)